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27. But Narwa was too badly injured and shaken
to stand or walk.
( Use ‘so that’ in the place of ‘too .... to.)
28. The horse and carriage are at the door.
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I. Annotate any FIVE of the following,choosing
TWO from each Group :
( 4 ×5 = 20)
GROUP - A
1.

Never ask the Todds for anything - they have
aye just put it in their mouths.
Turn Over
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Egypt, in fact, was made by its river.

4.

Do we know our friends ........ geese.

3.

The modern cult of beauty is not exclusively
a function (in the Mathematical sense) of
wealth.

2.

GROUP - B

Thus can cigar, pipe .......... so potent.

8.

....... and none could be a better judge ......
years.

7.

Flesh and blood could not stand it. I knew
I’d go stark starting mad.

6.

How this modest, kindly body had ever
propagated a son like Dougal remained a
mystery to Tannochbrae.

5.

5
Civilization was prevailed in ....... land .
They have known to use rice. People lived
........ code of conduct.
GROUP - C
Redirect any FIVE of the following as
directed :
21. The principal adivised the students to be
disciplined.
( Change the voice. )
22. Bangalore is an Industrial City.
(Change this into a question.)
23. Kolkatta is bigger than any other city in India.
(Change into positive degree.)
24. Balu writes the examination.
(Add a question tag.)

II. Attempt any ONE of the following :
( 1 × 20 =20)
9.

Consider Water as the elixir of life.

10. Discuss Dicken’s impressions of the journey

25. He said, “I write a letter.”
(Change into indirect speech.)
26. Sankar .....( resign ) his job last month.
( Fill in the blank with correct tense of

to Niagara.

verb.)
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V. Attempt any TWO of the following :
( 2 × 10 =20)
GROUP - A
19. F i l l i n t h e b l a n k s w i t h a p p ro p r i a t e
propositions :
The bamboos ....... Kaladhungi grow
..... the Government Reserved Forests, and
we who cultivate land ........ the Reserved
Forests are permitted ....... cut a certain
number each year ...... our personal use. But
people who use the bamboos ...... commercial
purposes have to take ...... licence ...... the
forest guard ........ the area.
GROUP - B
20. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles :
....... historians have divided ....... age
into three namely, ......... Stone Age, .....
Medival Age, ........ Modern Age. They have
said that long before ...... formation of ...
Stone Age, Tamil peoples had lived in ......
world and had followed civilized life.
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11. Write an essay on “Pele’s Thousandth Goal.”
III. Attempt any ONE of the following :
( 1 × 20 =20)
12. Describe Tagore’s experiences in London.
13. What account does George Orwell give of
the reading habits and tests of men and
women?
14. What are Barker’s views on the institutions
of marriage? Illustrate.
IV. Attempt any ONE of the following :
( 1 × 20 =20)
15. Narrate the story of Haria’s bravery.
16. Bring out Carl Sagan’s notions of the
emergence of human ancestors.
17. Attempt on the events that made Edison a
Great Scientist.
18. Discuss the need and importance of History
according to G. M. Trevelyan.
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